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EDITORIAL

Micro Mobility Systems AG was foun-
ded in 1996 in Küsnacht near Zurich 
and, with its trademark micro®, is the 
global market leader in the manu-
facture of scooters and kickboards®. 
These light, agile scooters triggered an 
absolute boom at the end of the 1990s 
and are today sold in over 3,000 outlets 
in 80 countries. Under the management 
of Wim Ouboter the company develops 
and produces a wide range of products 
for children, young people, adults and 
the Swiss Army. These products all have 
one thing in common - the quality to 
master short distances in as uncompli-
cated and sporting a fashion as possible.

WE ARE MOBILITY

Micro Mobility Systems D GmbH
Fuhrmannstr. 7
72351 Geislingen-Binsdorf
Germany
Phone +49 [0] 7428 94 18 300
Fax +49 [0] 7428 94 18 390
eMail info@micro-mobility.de

Micro Mobility Systems AG
Bahnhofstrasse 10

8700 Küsnacht
Switzerland

Phone +41 [0] 44 910 11 22
Fax +41 [0] 44 910 66 29

eMail info@micro.ms

The name, logos and micro® products are predected by copyright as a trademark of Micro Mobility Systems AG, Switzerland, Copyright © January 2016
Information in this catalogue is subject to change and replaces all prior publications. Subject to amendment | Concept and design © danielgeiger.net and micro®.
micro® recommends the wearing of helmetsets and elbow and knee pads!
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EMICRO ONE
EMICRO ONE – A UNIQUE RIDING EXPERIENCE! 

Have you ever wondered how it would fe el like to effortlessly surf the streets? We‘re gonna take this 
as a „Yes“. With the brandnew e-micro ONE you will get just that feeling. The revolutionary motion 
control steering will make commuting smoother and quicker than ever. With every kick, the electric 

motor increases your speed, so it feels just like going slightly downhill all the time.
Hop on and enjoy the combination of style, practicality and fun in one product. 
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EMICRO

In 2011, the fi rst meeting took place between Wim Ouboter and the stu-
dent, Simon Tinguely, who presented a prototype of his electric scooter to 
the Micro inventor. The prototype fascinated Wim Ouboter right from the 
start and we are now writing the fi rst chapter of a long-term partnership. It 
was a combination of the extremely low weight and the innovative motion 
control that impressed, even on the fi rst prototypes. It is also the technolo-
gy that distinguishes the emicro from other electric scooters. Accordingly, 
the technology partner which supplies the motion control system for the 
emicro also develops the technology for the Swiss solar-powered aircraft, 
Solar Impulse. In 2012, the requirements for the future electric scooter 
were specifi ed in greater detail and further prototypes followed. The focus 
was always on size and weight, laced with innovative technical features. 
The fi rst functional prototypes were extensively tested and software and 
hardware improvements were implemented. 
It was in 2013 when the fi rst functional design was fi nalised and was to be 
subjected to intensive testing. For this purpose, 250 units were assemb-
led at the headquarters in Küsnacht. These hand-built devices consisted 

of components from around the world. Some of the plastic parts for this 
small batch came from the 3D printer in France, while the batteries were 
from Asia and the electronics from Switzerland. 250 units were distributed 
to partners and testers and extensively tested in all regions and climates.
The second half of 2014 was devoted to fi ne-tuning. In terms of both fun-
ction and design, fi nal improvements were made for mass production. At 
the same time, the new, product-specifi c supply chain for Micro was built.
In spring 2015 the time had fi nally come! 
The emicro was launched in the four core markets of Switzerland, Germa-
ny, France and China. It was a huge success! In Switzerland, the fi rst two 
shipments were completely sold out to customers, against reservation. 
Some units were even fl own in from Asia! This step-by-step expansion 
was very valuable in terms of building up further important knowledge 
and ensuring top quality. The emicro will be launched worldwide in spring 
2016 and will be available in 12 countries! 

We look forward to another chapter of future mobility! We are emobility!

EMICRO 

ONE

THE STORY

SCOOTER
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EMICROEMICRO

EMICRO ONE EM0004 (BLACK) 

WELCOME TO THE FUTURE
WORLD’S FIRST MOTION-CONTROLLED 
ELECTRIC SCOOTER

‘Motion Control’ is a small sensation in the world 
of motor control. The powerful motor only starts 
when a certain speed is reached and the rider can 
influence the support of the motor with his own 
body. As well as the speed, the intensity of the 
support can also be regulated. The range of the 
scooter is approx. 10 – 15 kilometres. The motor 
is installed in the back wheel and the battery is 
hidden in the footboard of the scooter. 

A final highlight: the so-called ‘Slope Support’ of 
the scooter. Independent of the selected mode, 
the ‘Slope Support’ guarantees that the support 
of the motor automatically increases when riding 
up an incline. This even makes it possible to ride 
up short uphill stretches without any problem. So 
those who take the emicro one as their new daily 
companion are sure to overcome the final lap to 
their destination in future, arriving with a smile on 
their faces and without even breaking into a sweat.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION / FEATURES
MAX. LOAD 100 KG I IDEAL FOR CITY & COMMUTER
WHEELS 120 MM / FAT PU I SURFACE KIND ASPHALT
WEIGHT 7,5 KG I MOTOR BLDC 250W / 500W
ACCU LITHIUM-IONEN, 82WH I SPEED MAX 25 KM/H
RANGE 10 - 15 KM (DEPENDENT ON THE RIDING STYLE, 
ROUTE PROFILE AND BODY WEIGHT OF THE RIDER.

«It’s always a great experience to speed through the city jungle with 
the emicro one and see the slightly irritated looks of the passers-by 

who are left behind. It really is great fun and I love being able to 
move from A to B without stress and without having to wait.“ 

– Gian, Commuter & Citizen of Zürich.
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Micro Scooters - once around the world and back. What began in the ni-
neties as a huge boom and then developed into a media spectacle around 
the globe is today part of normal everyday mobility life for children and 
adults in over 80 countries worldwide. The Micro Scooter. Lightweight, 
foldable and easy to ride - this was Wim Ouboter’s vision back then, when 
he invented the nimble aluminium scooter.
The Zurich inventor’s success story began with his liking for fried sausage 
(bratwurst): the legendary bratwurst from Sternen Grill on Bellevue in 
Zurich. The former banker became a regular customer and enjoyed the 
vibrant atmosphere in the famous city district by the lake. But eventually 
one thing came to annoy him: the distance from his home to his favourite 
snack stall. Not that this was so far as to be onerous, on the contrary, 
it was just too near to justify getting the bike out of the cellar or to use 
the tram each time. But too far to walk. As a result of this „need“, he 
developed a vehicle that made the trip easier for him, and was easy to 
stow away on reaching his destination. The Micro Scooter was born. Until 
today, despite the existence of product piracy, Ouboter and his company 
have managed to remain in the vanguard. Because instead of engaging 
in wearisome court proceedings against plagiarism, Ouboter decided to 
put all his energy and passion into the continuous development of his 
products. We are mobility – for everyone! This is our mission statement. 
And this is precisely how the entire product range presents itself today. 

From the very compact Micro Scooter Sprite, which is suitable for school 
children, through to the high-end Suspension Scooter with front and rear 
suspension - for adults. With us, there is the right Micro Scooter for ever-
yone. Equipped with a wide variety of features, depending on the intended 
purpose, but they all have one thing in common: functionality and quality. 
Did you know, for instance, that we are the only scooter manufacturer in 
the world that offers a spare parts service? So we guarantee availability 
of spare parts for 10 years after the last production run. All parts of the 
scooter can be replaced if necessary, whether individual screws, handles, 
complete handlebars and so on. Besides the use of a Micro Scooter as a 
mobility product, a further fi eld of application has developed: stunt scoote-
ring. Some years ago, young athletes discovered the scooter as an item of 
sports equipment and use it to perform daring tricks - just like BMX riders 
and skateboarders. To meet this trend, we developed the MX line. These 
are purpose-built scooters that meet the requirements for jumps. Because 
even the smallest jumps generate forces that quickly exceed the normal 
load capacity of 100 kg - even if the rider is much lighter. We are pleased 
that we were also able to establish these models very successfully and 
that they are extremely popular.

MICRO 
SCOOTER
INTERLOCK
MICRO BLACK
SUSPENSION
FLEX200PU
FLEXAIR200
MONSTER BULLET
FLEX I SPEED I ROCKET I SPRITE

SCOOTER

SCOOTER
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INTERLOCK BLACK SA0117 (BLACK) 

INTERLOCK WHITE SA0118 (WHITE)

THE ADULT SCOOTER – SECURITY INCLUDED! 
 
With the new micro scooter interlock (black & 
white), your security lock is always present and 
ensures that your Scooter does not suddenly 
change hands! Particularly clever : the security 
lock (combination lock) is integrated in the handle 
bar and thus always ready for action ! The security 
lock can easily removed from the handle bar when 
required for use and stowed away completely out 
of sight when not in use. 

TECHNICAL INFORMATION / FEATURES
MAX. LOAD 100 KG I IDEAL FOR LEISURE, COMMUTING 
& LONG DISTANCES I WHEELS 200MM PU I SURFACE 
KIND ASPHALT I WEIGHT 5.1 KG I HANDLEBAR HEIGHT1 
72 CM I HANDLEBAR HEIGHT2 102 CM

MICRO WHITE SA0031 (WHITE) 

MICRO BLACK SA0034 (BLACK) 

THE ADULT SCOOTER 
 
The adult Scooter - classic function and beauty

TECHNICAL INFORMATION / FEATURES
MAX. LOAD 100 KG I IDEAL FOR LEISURE, COMMUTING 
& LONG DISTANCES I WHEELS 200MM PU I SURFACE 
KIND ASPHALT I WEIGHT 5.1 KG I HANDLEBAR HEIGHT1 
72 CM I HANDLEBAR HEIGHT2 102 CM

INTERLOCK BLACK 
INTERLOCK WHITE 
THE ADULT SCOOTER – SECURITY INCLUDED! 

With the new micro scooter interlock (black & 
white), your security lock is always present and 
ensures that your Scooter does not suddenly 
change hands! Particularly clever : the security 
lock (combination lock) is integrated in the handle 
bar and thus always ready for action ! The security 
lock can easily removed from the handle bar when 
required for use and stowed away completely out 
of sight when not in use. 

TECHNICAL INFORMATION / FEATURES
MAX. LOAD 100 KG I IDEAL FOR LEISURE, COMMUTING IDEAL FOR LEISURE, COMMUTING IDEAL FOR
& LONG DISTANCES I WHEELS 200MM PU I 
KIND ASPHALT I WEIGHT 5.1 KG I 
72 CM I HANDLEBAR HEIGHT2 102 CM

SCOOTER SCOOTER
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SCOOTER

14

«My way to work is over very rough ground with 
cobblestones. Since I began speeding over them on the 

Suspension Scooter I’ve hardly felt them at all.» - Manuel, 
insurance salesman and hipster. 

SUSPENSION SA0065 (COPPER) 

NO SHOCKS, NO VIBRATIONS - JUST RELAX…
MICRO SUSPENSION

This extraordinary micro scooter does its name 
complete justice, with its special suspension 
manoeuvring over uneven road surfaces and 
ensuring a uniform grip. Say goodbye to all that 
rattling and shaking – the front and rear suspension 
tackles even the roughest of routes, absorbing each 
and every shock and vibration.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION / FEATURES
MAX. LOAD 100 KG I IDEAL FOR LONG DISTANCE 
& LEISURE I WHEELS 200MM PU I SURFACE 
KIND ASPHALT, COBBLESTONE I WEIGHT 6.1 KG I 
HANDLEBAR HEIGHT1 84 CM I HANDLEBAR 
HEIGHT2 106 CM 
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SCOOTER

FLEX 200 PU SA0038 (SAPHIR BLUE) FLEX 200 PU SA0120 (AUBERGINE)FLEX 200 PU SA0120 (AUBERGINE)

SCOOTER

«The wooden deck gives 
way nicely when I get on so 
I always feel like I’m fl ying 
over the asphalt!» - Alex, 
entrepreneur & fi lm buff.

FLEX 200 PU SA0119 (BLACK MATTE) 

CUSHIONS EVERY UNEVENNESS – THANKS TO A 
FLEXIBLE WOODEN DECK WITH FIBREGLASS

Take the patented wooden deck with fi breglass of 
the micro scooter fl ex, combine it with the extra-
large 200 mm PU wheels of the  micro scooter 
black and give the whole creation some colour 
– et voilà! It›s the micro scooter fl ex 200 mm 
The fl exible wooden deck sways slightly in unison 
with the rider, absorbing any shocks resulting 
from the unevenness of the road. This aluminium 
scooter is ideal for all those who like to take it easy 
and achieve that very special look, because its 
specially treated surface is particularly attractive. 

TECHNICAL INFORMATION / FEATURES
MAX. LOAD 100 KG I IDEAL FOR LONG DISTANCES 
& LEISURE I WHEELS 200MM PU I SURFACE KIND 
ASPHALT I WEIGHT 5.1 KG I HANDLEBAR 
HEIGHT1 72 CM I HANDLEBAR HEIGHT2 102 CM
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SCOOTER

«I love to spend time in the woods! And now, with my Microfl ex Air, 
I can - the air-fi lled tyres make this possible.» –

 Alexandra, personnel assistant & dog enthusiast.

FLEX AIR 200 SA0035 (ALU) 

AIR WHEELS MAKE STONY AND NATURE PATHS 
EASY TO NEGOTIATE

Are you planning a trip to the countryside, but 
don’t want to leave your micro scooter behind? 
Don’t worry, that’s precisely why we developed the 
micro scooter fl ex air! Its 200 mm air tyres smooth 
out every gravel path and glide skilfully over the 
roughest cobblestones in the old town centre. 
The popular wooden and fi breglass deck provides 
additional comfort during the ride and absorbs any 
shocks caused by uneven surfaces. It’s the ideal 
scooter for relaxed cross-country rides. But if you 
prefer to travel on asphalt, we recommend that you 
choose a scooter with PU wheels such as the micro 
scooter black or white.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION / FEATURES
MAX. LOAD 100 KG I IDEAL FOR NATURE PATHS
WHEELS 200 MM AIR I SURFACE KIND COBBLESTONE, 
GRAVEL I WEIGHT 5.1 KG I HANDLEBAR HEIGHT1 72 CM
HANDLEBAR HEIGHT2 102 CM
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SCOOTER

«I use the scooter to get to the train station faster on the way to 
work. I opted for this model because I live on a hill. The wide wheels 

minimise wear during braking and riding is just lots of fun.» - Thommy, 
physical education teacher and commuter.

MONSTER BULLET 
SA0030 (RED / BLACK) 

ULTIMATE CURVE AND CARVE -
THE COOL WAY TO SCOOT 

Racing downhill– the micro scooter monster bullet 
makes it possible! Its extra-wide wheels guarantee 
an optimum grip, and the fl exible rear carving 
wheel ensures that you enjoy an unforgettable 
ride with a maximum fun factor! It’s also the ideal 
scooter for everyday downhill riding where the 
break is almost continually applied. A broad contact 
surface ensures that wear on the wheel caused by 
constant braking is minimised as much as possible. 
The rubber insert on the brake plate also prevents 
these from heating up too quickly. For those with 
no interest in carving, but who don›t want to do 
without the extra-wide wheels, we recommend the 
micro scooter rocket.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION / FEATURES
MAX. LOAD 100 KG I IDEAL FOR CITY & STEEP SLOPES
WHEELS 120 MM FAT / CARVINGWHEEL I SURFACE 
KIND ROUGH ASPHALT I HANDLEBAR HEIGHT1 72 CM I 
HANDLEBAR HEIGHT2 102 CM
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SCOOTER

FLEX SA0106 (PINK) FLEX SA0107 (SAPPHIRE BLUE) 

SCOOTER

«Without my Micro Scooter I would 
have missed the train more than once. 
I chose the micro scooter fl ex because I 
like the simple aluminium design and it›s 
just compact and convenient.» - Sven, 
carpenter & car enthusiast. 

«Basically, I like everything 
pink. I also fi nd the scooter very 
stylish and very comfortable to 

ride. I use it every day, on the 
way to uni.» - Cheyenne, fashion 

student & fashion blogger.

FLEX SA0010 (ALU) 

FLEXIBLE DECK FOR ULTIMATE ABSORBTION
DESIGNED FOR A SMOOTH RIDE

Elegant, compact and comfortable – that’s the 
micro scooter fl ex. Its fl exible wood and fi breglass 
deck sways in unison with the motion during the 
ride, skilfully absorbing any shocks and vibration 
on uneven roads. Ideal for relaxed city tours or as 
a companion on the way to work. The superior-
quality PU (polyurethane) wheels have a diameter 
of 145 mm and, thanks to their soft texture, 
contribute to additional comfort. Available in three 
different colors. 

TECHNICAL INFORMATION / FEATURES
MAX. LOAD 100 KG I IDEAL FOR CITY & LEISURE I 
WHEELS 145 MM I SURFACE KIND ROUGH ASPHALT
HANDLEBAR HEIGHT1 69 CM I 
HANDLEBAR HEIGHT2 98 CM
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SCOOTER

SPEED+ SA0122 (MINT) SPEED+ SA0121 (BLACK/ORANGE) SPEED+ SA0033 (DOLPHINGREY)SPEED+ SA0121 (BLACK/ORANGE) SPEED+

SCOOTER

«I ride the Micro Scooter Speed + in mint green 
because I just think it looks good. I also like the 

size of the wheels, not too small and not too 
big.» - Jasmin, schoolgirl & teenager.  

SPEED+ SA0142 (PURE SILVER) 

THE NAME’S THE GAME
FOR A FAST BUT SMOOTH RIDE

Unobtrusive, but still an eye-catcher, the micro 
scooter speed+ is equipped with shock-absorbing 
wheels – and a very special extra feature. The 
ball bearings are embedded in silicone, achieving 
a mild shock absorbing effect and, consequently, 
contributing to a smooth ride - even on rough 
surfaces. The unique look of the micro scooter 
speed+ is rounded off by its cool designs. This 
aluminium scooter is your perfect companion on 
the way to school or when enjoying some leisure 
time. 

TECHNICAL INFORMATION / FEATURES
MAX. LOAD 100 KG I IDEAL FOR SCHOOL & LEISURE
WHEELS 145 MM SHOCK-ABSORBING I SURFACE KIND 
ROUGH ASPHALT I HANDLEBAR HEIGHT1 69 CM I 
HANDLEBAR HEIGHT2 98 CM
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SCOOTER SCOOTER

ROCKET SA0032 (GREEN) 

«My route to school is almost exactly one kilometre. I fi nd the Rocket 
very comfortable to ride, especially when the ground is not so smooth, 
and for going downhill.» - Louis, schoolboy and football fan. 

ROCKET SA0143 (BLUE SKY) 

EXTRAWIDE WHEELS -
GOOD ON PAVED AND UNPAVED SURFACES

Just as with the micro scooter monster bullet, the 
micro scooter rocket is also equipped with extra-
wide wheels. These are particularly suitable for 
frequent downhill riding on steep slopes. A broad 
contact surface ensures that wear on the wheel 
caused by constant braking is minimised as much 
as possible. The rubber insert on the brake plate 
also prevents these from heating up too quickly. 
The aluminium deck also provides the best-
possible stability when you want to up the speed 
on your journey. Aside from that, this scooter looks 
really cool and is ideal for getting to school or a 
pleasant trip around town.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION / FEATURES
MAX. LOAD 100 KG I IDEAL FOR CITY & STEEP SLOPES
WHEELS 120 MM FAT I SURFACE KIND ROUGH ASPHALT 
HANDLEBAR HEIGHT1 65 CM I 
HANDLEBAR HEIGHT2 93 CM
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SCOOTER SCOOTER

SPRITE SPECIAL EDITION  

SA0133 (BLACK STRIPE) 

SPRITE SPECIAL EDITION
SA0136 (RASPBERRY FLORAL DOT)

SPRITE SPECIAL EDITION 
SA0135 (BLUE AZTEC)

SPRITE SPECIAL EDITION 
SA0134 (TEAL OWL)

SPRITE SPECIAL EDITION 
SA0137 (PURPLE STRIPE)

SPRITE SPECIAL EDITION 
SA0139 (TEAL TRIBAL)

SPRITE SPECIAL EDITION
SA0139 (TEAL TRIBAL) 

COMPACT & COLORFUL
THE LIGHTWEIGHT – IDEAL ALSO FOR KIDS 

Not many extras, but still that familiar micro quality 
– that’s the micro scooter sprite in a modern purple 
look. Its compact size makes it a real lightweight 
and the ideal micro scooter for kids or beginners. 
Its low weight pays off when carrying the scooter, 
while also making handling easier when riding 
it. This versatile aluminium scooter has been a 
popular companion for years – among kids going to 
school and also commuters. 

TECHNICAL INFORMATION / FEATURES
MAX. LOAD 100 KG I IDEAL FOR GETTING TO SCHOOL 
& LEISURE I WHEELS 120 / 100 MM PU I SURFACE KIND 
ASPHALT I HANDLEBAR HEIGHT1 65 CM I HANDLEBAR 
HEIGHT2 95 CM
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SCOOTER SCOOTER

SPRITE  SA0025 (RED) 

SPRITE SA0024 (OASIS BLUE),

SPRITE SA0019 (ALU)

SPRITE SA0027 (PINK)

SPRITE SA0026 (BLACK)

SPRITE SA0084 (SAPPHIRE BLUE)

SPRITE
SA0056 (PURPLE) 

COMPACT & COLORFUL
THE LIGHTWEIGHT – IDEAL ALSO FOR KIDS 

Not many extras, but still that familiar micro quality 
– that’s the micro scooter sprite in a modern purple 
look. Its compact size makes it a real lightweight 
and the ideal micro scooter for kids or beginners. 
Its low weight pays off when carrying the scooter, 
while also making handling easier when riding 
it. This versatile aluminium scooter has been a 
popular companion for years – among kids going to 
school and also commuters. 

TECHNICAL INFORMATION / FEATURES
MAX. LOAD 100 KG I IDEAL FOR GETTING TO SCHOOL 
& LEISURE I WHEELS 120 / 100 MM PU I SURFACE KIND 
ASPHALT I HANDLEBAR HEIGHT1 65 CM I HANDLEBAR 
HEIGHT2 95 CM
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What began as an underground movement in 2005 in the French-spe-
aking part of Switzerland has advanced to become a worldwide trend. 
The freestyle scooter scene can no longer be considered an obscure 
subculture, as extreme sport athletes all over the world have discovered 
the attractions of the versatile scooter.
The skateboard scene rapidly found itself confronted with a competitor 
and, with displays ranging from breakneck tricks to the double back fl ip, 
a new sport was born. The world‘s fi rst freestyle scooter riders turned to 
the Micro company to exhibit both themselves and their passion. Micro 
reacted immediately to the new trend and, together with the adolescents 
from Montreux, developed the fi rst stunt scooter in the world. This was 
primarily distinguished by its solid structure designed to withstand the 
extreme stress experienced during jumps. 
The freestyle scooter scene has since expanded rapidly, with a growing 
number of teenagers discarding the skateboard in favour of stunt scoo-
tering. 
No sooner said than done, and one of the best riders in the world shortly 

after joined the new Micro Team: Benjamin Friant. „I had just left my 
previous sponsor and was looking for a new challenge, when the offer 
from Micro came to become part of the brand. This type of cooperation 
was something completely new to me at this time and, nothing ventured, 
noting gained, I decided to take this step. I quickly realised that Micro 
was serious and really interested in the needs of us freestyle riders“, said 
Friant, who is involved at the very forefront of the freestyle scene. The 
result of the experience of Micro in product development and Benji’s ex-
perience as a pro-rider is a new product line which embodies the highest 
possible level of development in freestyle scooter technology. 
The new freestyle scooters have attracted keen interest in the scene. This 
is due on the one hand to the functionality of the products and, on the 
other, to the fact that Micro takes the input and requirements of riders 
seriously and consistently embodies these in development processes. 
Three riders and scene insiders have in the meantime joined Micro and 
work in the Freestyle Scooter division. „Working together with the young 
riders is great fun, and we are delighted that it has once again paid off 
to go our own way against all the known rules of marketing strategies“, 
reveals Micro Inventor Wim Ouboter with a smile.  

MICRO 
MXFREESTYLE

MICROBLACKICE
BENJSCOOTER
CROSSNECK
MXTRIXX
MXCORE
MXFREERIDESTREET

MXFREESTYLE

MXFREESTYLE
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«My life consists of trying new things, meeting friends and testing 
innovative sensations in the field of sports. Every day I learn a lot about 

myself, my limitations, my fears. In 2006, this taught me a new way 
to enjoy life and finally brought me back to my roots, to Micro. Their 
trust in me and my trust in them enabled us to bring the world›s first 
Snowpark Scooter to market.» Benjamin Friant, pro-rider and Micro 

team member.

MXFREESTYLE

BLACK ICE SA0140 (BLACK) 

THE FIRST SNOWPARK SCOOTER
WARNING: THIS IS NOT A TOY! 

After three years of development and testing, 
we are stoked to launch a SCOOTER specifically 
designed and engineered for the jibs and jumps 
of a ski resort’s terrain park. With wide one-piece 
aluminium handlebars, special grip tape and 
weighing just over six kilograms, BLACK ICE allows 
the rider the highest level of creative freedom. 
Tail whips, SCOOTER flips, long buttery grinds 
and hitting big-air kickers are all possible with this 
SNOWPARK SCOOTER.

SKIS HANDMADE FIBREGLASS-WRAPPED VERTICALLY 
LAMINATED I WOODEN CORE I DECK ADAPTED FROM 
THE POPULAR MX CROSSNECK DESIGN I GRIP TAPE : 
CUT TO MEASURE, INCLUDES STUDS EMBEDDED IN 
POLYUREA I SKEGS: FITTED WITH DOUBLE SKEGS ON 
THE FRONT AND REAR SKIS

TECHNICAL INFORMATION / FEATURES
MAX. LOAD 100 KG I IDEAL FOR SNOWPARK I SURFACE 
SNOW I AGE 12+ I WEIGHT 5.9 KG
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MXFREESTYLE

Trick:  frontside wallride // Place: Basel  //  Rider: Benjamin Friant

BENJI SCOOTER SA0127 (LAVENDER) 

BENJI SCOOTER SA0128 (CRISTAL BLUE) 

FOR ADVANCED RIDERS AND THOSE THAT 
PREFER A LARGER DECK AND WIDER BARS

This scooter called the MX BenJ is an innovation 
in terms of design and performance. The 3D forged 
head-tube has an organic shape that makes it 
really trendy and gives it a distinctive look. The 
handle bar, mounted on a standard compression 
system (SCS) clamp, is one of the tallest & widest 
aluminium bars on the market. It will give taller 
riders a comfortable ride. Of course, the bar can be 
easily cut to fit any rider. 

NEW DESIGNS COMING SOON

METAL CORE WHEELS, 110 MM PU ROLLEN
INTEGRATED HEADSET I FLEX BRAKE I SCS 
COMPRESSION SYSTEM I ONE PIECE BAR ALU 6061 I 
ONE PIECE DECK ALU 6061 I SCS ALU FORK SYSTEM

TECHNICAL INFORMATION / FEATURES
WEIGHT 4.1 KG I HANDLEBAR HEIGHT 91 CM
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MXFREESTYLE

CROSSNECK XL SA0126 (BLACK METALLIC) CROSSNECK XL SA0129 (RED METALLIC) 

MXFREESTYLE

NEW 
VERSION
COMING 

SOON

Trick:  micro team chilling
Place: Ghetto Bowl Zürich
Rider: Lionel, Simon, Issa, Silvio, Ediy, Alexandre, Marc

CROSSNECK XL SA0125 (BLUE METALLIC)

NEW: WITH PEGS AND WIDER DECK
THE LIGHTWEIGHT FOR ALL RIDERS

Lightweight, great looking -- the Crossneck is 
the ride of choice of many Micro Xtreme Pro-
riders. This scooter includes many advanced 
features found in Micro›s high-end scooters: SCS, 
110mm wheels, fl ex brake and a wide aluminium 
handlebar. The name Crossneck describes the 
strong and effective one-piece head-tube and 
down-tube construction. Intended for the older 
beginner rider or intermediate rider. New including 
pegs and wiith wider deck. 

METAL CORE WHEELS, 110 MM PU WHEELS
BMX HEADSET I FLEX BRAKE I SCS COMPRESSION 
SYSTEM I ONE PIECE BAR AUS ALU 6062 I ONE PIECE 
DECK ALU 6062

TECHNICAL INFORMATION / FEATURES
WEIGHT 3. 55 KG I HANDLEBAR HEIGHT 85 CM
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MX TRIXX SA0116 (RAINBOW BLUE) 

PEGS INCLUDED
FOR FUTURE PROS – LEARNING BASIC SKILLS 
IS THAT MUCH EASIER.

Designed with emerging riders in mind the MX 
Trixx is the slickest scooter you could wish for to 
start learning the tricking basics. With its solid 
build and great looking design its also perfect for 
those riders who want to be seen at the skate park!! 
Concave 1305g Deck and Triple Bolt Clamp. Pegs 
are included.

METAL CORE WHEELS, 100 MM PU WHEELS
BMX HEADSET I FLEX BRAKE I SCS COMPRESSION 
SYSTEM I ONE PIECE BAR AUS ALU 6062 I ONE PIECE 
DECK ALU 6062

TECHNICAL INFORMATION / FEATURES
WEIGHT 3. 8 kg I HANDLEBAR HEIGHT 77 cm
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PEGS INCLUDED
FOR FUTURE PROS – LEARNING BASIC SKILLS 
IS THAT MUCH EASIER.

Designed with emerging riders in mind the MX 
Trixx is the slickest scooter you could wish for to 
start learning the tricking basics. With its solid 
build and great looking design its also perfect for 
those riders who want to be seen at the skate park!! 
Concave 1305g Deck and Triple Bolt Clamp. Pegs 
are included.

METAL CORE WHEELS, 100 MM PU WHEELS
BMX HEADSET I FLEX BRAKE I SCS COMPRESSION 
SYSTEM I ONE PIECE BAR AUS ALU 6062 I ONE PIECE BAR AUS ALU 6062 I ONE PIECE BAR
DECK ALU 6062DECK ALU 6062DECK

TECHNICAL INFORMATION / FEATURES
WEIGHT 3. 8 kg I HANDLEBAR HEIGHT

MXFREESTYLE

MX TRIXX SA0115 (RAINBOW AQUA) MX TRIXX SA0114 (RAINBOW GREEN) MX TRIXX SA0113 (RAINBOW PINK)

MXFREESTYLE

Trick: Superman Deck Grab //  Place: Zürich  // Rider: Lionel Bernard 

NEW 
COLOURS 
COMING 

SOON
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MXFREESTYLE

MX FREERIDE STREET 
SA0146

WIDE WHEELS FOR GREATER ENJOYMENT

Discover the new micro mx freeride street! This 
model, designed on the basis of the mx trixx, was 
developed for riders who like to cruise in the street. 
Thanks to the wider wheels that give it greater 
stability, mx freeride street will allow you to ride 
along the street at high speed and tackle winding 
slopes with manoeuvrability. The ideal scooter for 
«downhill» experts and those who like to think big!

WHEELS 110MM PU I BMX HEADSET I BRAKE FLEXI 
BRAKE I HIC COMPRESSION SYSTEM I BAR ONE PIECE 
STEEL BAR I DECK ONE PIECE DECK ALU 6062

TECHNICAL INFORMATION / FEATURES
WEIGHT 4,1 KG I HANDLEBAR HEIGHT 91 CM

MXFREESTYLE

MX CORE 
SA0144 (CAMO GREEN) 

QUITE SIMPLY, EFFICIENT AND ROBUST

Developed by riders for riders, this simple, high 
quality model will appeal to all types of user. From 
the novice to the experienced rider, each person 
will be able to develop his own individual riding 
style on the new micro mx core.

WHEELS METAL CORE WHEELS 100MM I BRAKE 
FLEXI BRAKE I SCS COMPRESSION SYSTEM I BAR 
ALUMINIUM I DECK WIDE DECK (12 CM)

TECHNICAL INFORMATION / FEATURES
WEIGHT 4,1 KG I HANDLEBAR HEIGHT 94 CM

MX MAGNESIUM 
THE REVOLUTION IN STUNT SCOOTERS...

The world›s fi rst scooter with one forged deck! In 
other words, the footboard is cast in one piece, 
without a welding seam! Stay tuned...

MX CORE XL 
SA0145 (BLACK) 

FOR RIDERS WHO THINK BIG

This is the XL version of the micro mx core. With 
its substantial dimensions, it will satisfy larger-
sized riders of all types. This model was developed 
following the success of Micro›s freestyle 
components. Simple but effective, it stands out 
due to its sleek look, performance, quality and 
strength. Stand out in the skate park and on the 
street with the mx core XL!

WHEELS  METAL CORE WHEELS 120MM I BRAKE FLEXI 
BRAKE I SCS COMPRESSION SYSTEM I BAR STEEL 
HANDLEBARS I DECK WIDE DECK (12CM)

TECHNICAL INFORMATION / FEATURES
WEIGHT 4,1 KG I HANDLEBAR HEIGHT 98 CM

 
COMING 

SOON
STAY TUNED
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Kickboard versus Micro Scooter – two wheels or three wheels, what’s the 
difference?

After the fi rst Micro Scooter prototype was created in 1997, the fi rst kick-
board model followed a year later. In contrast to the Micro Scooter, the 
kickboard initially came into use primarily as part of the youth scene. In 
addition to its use as a mobility product, it mainly found its purpose as a 
piece of sports equipment. Whether to surfers or snowboarders, the kick-
board offered a welcome alternative on asphalt. It was always known by 
insiders as “asphalt surfi ng”. The special weight steering of the kickboard 
is patented and works through the appropriate shifting of weight to the left 
or right. Jointly developed with Swiss medical specialists, the kickboard 

promotes motor skills and balance in the rider. In order to encourage tod-
dlers to take up the activity, the Mini Micro was then created in the year 
2000. A kickboard for children from as early as 2 years of age. In general, 
the decision for kickboard or Micro Scooter has less to do with age. Rath-
er, it is purely and simply a matter of taste. It often happens that children 
who have ridden a Mini Micro and then switch  to a Maxi Micro, later fi nd 
themselves again riding a kickboard. Simply because they love the feeling 
of leaning into every bend. Even adults who perhaps earlier rode a skate-
board are more often seen on a Kickboard than on a Micro Scooter. The 
fact that the kickboard can be driven with one hand is also very practical. 
Optionally, it is possible to switch from the T-bar to the joystick (included 
in the scope of supply). We hope you enjoy asphalt surfi ng!

MICRO 
KICKBOARDS

MONSTERKICKBOARD
KICKBOARDORIGINAL
KICKBOARDCOMPACT

KICKBOARDS

KICKBOARDS
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KICKBOARDS KICKBOARDS

MONSTER KICKBOARD 
KB0022 (RED BLACK) 

THE MONSTER LOOK – 
ARE YOU READY? 

«With the Monster Kickboard I ride to training 3 times a week. I like the 
feeling of gliding over the asphalt and with the joystick I even have one 
hand free for my sports bag.» - Sacha, car mechanic & beach volleyball 
player.

MONSTER KICKBOARD 
KB0023 (VOLCANO GREY) 

EXTRAWIDE WHEELS 
STREETSURFING AT ITS BEST

The micro kickboards convey, thanks to their 
special weight control, an ultimate feeling of 
surfi ng. The Kickboard Monster guarantees a 
smooth and comfortable ride with its fl exible 
footboard and the extra wide rollers. It attracts 
particular attention with its unusual design. New 
with interchangeable T-Bar: change easily between 
the Joystick steering and the T-bar steering when 
ever you want. Are you ready for the Monster 
Look?

TECHNICAL INFORMATION / FEATURES
MAX. LOAD 100 KG I IDEAL FOR TEENS & ADULTS
WHEELS 120 MM FAT I SURFACE KIND ROUGH ASPHALT 
I HANDLEBAR HEIGHT1 72 CM I 
HANDLEBAR HEIGHT2 102 CM
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KICKBOARD ORIGINAL
KB0021 (ALU) 

LEAN-AND-STEER MECHANISM
SURF THE SIDEWALKS!

The micro kickboards convey, thanks to their 
special weight control, an ultimate feeling of 
surfi ng. The Kickboard Original guarantees with its 
fl exible footboard made of fi bre glass and wood a 
particularly smooth ride. New with interchangeable 
T-Bar: change easily between the Pilot steering and 
the T-bar steering when ever you want. Let’s surf 
the sidewalks!

TECHNICAL INFORMATION / FEATURES
MAX. LOAD 100 KG I IDEAL FOR TEENS & ADULTS
WHEELS 120 / 100 MM PU I SURFACE KIND ASPHALT
WEIGHT 4.45 KG I HANDLEBAR HEIGHT1 72 CM I 
HANDLEBAR HEIGHT2 101 CM

KICKBOARD ORIGINAL
KB0021 (ALU) 

LEAN-AND-STEER MECHANISM
SURF THE SIDEWALKS!

The micro kickboards convey, thanks to their 
special weight control, an ultimate feeling of 
surfi ng. The Kickboard Original guarantees with its 
fl exible footboard made of fi bre glass and wood a 
particularly smooth ride. New with interchangeable 
T-Bar: change easily between the Pilot steering and 
the T-bar steering when ever you want. Let’s surf 
the sidewalks!

TECHNICAL INFORMATION / FEATURES
MAX. LOAD 100 KG I IDEAL FOR
WHEELS 120 / 100 MM PU I SURFACE
WEIGHT 4.45 KG I HANDLEBAR HEIGHT1 
HANDLEBAR HEIGHT2 101 CM

KICKBOARDS

«I like the weight-shift steering because you can lean effortlessly 
into the bends. I ride it to the station every day and then take it with 

me to college.» – Sarah, graphic designer & trendsetter. 
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KICKBOARD COMPACT
KB0020 (BLACK) 

LEAN-AND-STEER MECHANISM
FOR ASPHALTSURFERS 

The micro kickboards convey, thanks to their special 
weight control, an ultimate feeling of surfi ng. Thanks 
to its short aluminium footboard, the Kickboard 
Compact is best suited for beginners during free time 
or on the way to school. With interchangeable T-Bar: 
change easily between the Pilot steering and the 
T-bar steering when ever you want.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION / FEATURES
MAX. LOAD 100 KG I IDEAL FOR TEENS & ADULTS I 
WHEELS 120 MM PU I SURFACE KIND ASPHALT I 
HANDLEBAR HEIGHT1 72 CM I HANDLEBAR HEIGHT2 101 CM

KICKBOARDS KICKBOARDS

KICKBOARD COMPACT
KB0019 (ALU)

«As a child fi rst I had a Mini Micro and then the 
Maxi. I’ve always liked the feeling of gliding over the 
asphalt. Then when the Maxi Micro became too small, 
I wanted a kickboard made of aluminium. I now ride 
the Compact to school every day and it’s just great 
fun.» - Larissa, schoolgirl & keen swimmer. 
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Our children‘s products based around the Mini and Maxi have enjoyed 
enormous success and maintained their position on the market for many 
years. They have been awarded international prizes for design and fun-
ctionality on numerous occasions, are recommended as an educational 
toy by renowned doctors and have frequently been copied, though never 
equalled. But most importantly, they have brought additional fun, joy and a 
smile to the lips of millions of children around the world. 
We are, as everyone knows, untiring in our efforts to improve and optimise 
our products. But how exactly can you make a perfect product even more 
perfect? How do you make a timeless design even more popular? 
These questions posed Wim Ouboter and his team with a major challenge, 

and following dozens of months of brainstorming, studies and research 
all over the globe, a new Deluxe world was born. Based on the existing 
Mini and Maxi, it exudes a new splendour, being manufactured with only 
the best components adapted to suit the latest production processes and 
coupled with unique colour combinations. Rather than simply seeing these 
products as a normal toy, many customers consider them to be almost a 
minor work of art in their own right. We‘d like to invite you to rediscover the 
uniqueness of our new Micro Deluxe world with a host of small but really 
beautiful changes to our products – including those for adults. Together 
with our partners, we‘re really looking forward to introducing our Micro De-
luxe range to the world and further shaping the World of Micro Mobility.

MICRO 
DELUXELINE

MINI2GODELUXEPLUS
MINI2GODELUXE
3IN1DELUXE
MINIMICRODELUXE
MAXIMICRODELUXE

DELUXELINE

DELUXELINE
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MINI2GO DELUXE PLUS 
MMD031 (mint) 

CAN ALSO BE USED WITH OR WITHOUT THE 
DRAWER OPEN THE DRAW, PACK AWAY THE 
TOYS, MOUNT UP AND AWAY YOU GO! 

The mini2go is an innovative little scooter with 
storage space for the kids’ belongings. Once the 
bits and bobs are stowed away, or the snacks 
for a picnic in the countryside, the child simply 
steps on and scoots off. The mini2go makes your 
little one mobile from as early as 18 months’ old 
and accompanies him up to the age of 5. Control 
takes place by means of weight transfer, thus 
promoting motor skills and balance in the children. 
The scooter can be used in the three illustrated 
versions. The handlebar is height-adjustable. The 
new Deluxe Plus version includes a driving rod - so 
you can take control when necessary. When not in 
use, the rod can simply be stored in the drawer. In 
addition, a light is mounted in the drawer. This can 
be taken out and used as a riding light. 

TECHNICAL INFORMATION / FEATURES
MAX. LOAD 20 KG I AGE 18 MO - 5 YEARS
IDEAL FOR LEISURE & TRIPS I WHEELS 120 / 85 MM PU
SURFACE KIND ASPHALT I WEIGHT 3.6 KG I 
HANDLEBAR HEIGHT1 53 CM I HANDLEBAR HEIGHT2  
68 CM I SEAT HEIGHT 26 CM
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DELUXELINE

MINI2GO DELUXE PLUS
MMD034 (BLUE)

MINI2GO DELUXE PLUS 
MMD032 (RED)

DELUXELINE

MINI2GO DELUXE PLUS 
MMD033 (PINK) 

MINI2GO DELUXE PLUS 
MMD031 (MINT)
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MINI2GO DELUXE MMD018 (RED) 

CAN ALSO BE USED WITH OR WITHOUT THE 
DRAWER OPEN THE DRAW, PACK AWAY THE 
TOYS, MOUNT UP AND AWAY YOU GO! 

The mini2go deluxe is an innovative little scooter 
with storage space for the kids’ belongings. Once 
the bits and bobs are stowed away, or the snacks 
for a picnic in the countryside, the child simply 
steps on and scoots off. The mini2go makes your 
little one mobile from as early as 18 months’ old 
and accompanies him up to the age of 5. Control 
takes place by means of weight transfer, thus 
promoting motor skills and balance in the children. 
The scooter can be used in the three illustrated 
versions. The handlebar is height-adjustable. 

TECHNICAL INFORMATION / FEATURES
MAX. LOAD 35 KG (WITHOUT SEAT) AN 20 KG (SEAT) I 
AGE 18 MO. - 5 YEARS I  IDEAL FOR LEISURE & TRIPS 
WHEELS 120 / 85MM PU I SURFACE KIND ASPHALT 
WEIGHT 3,6 KG I HANDLEBAR HEIGHT1 48 CM I  
HANDLEBAR HEIGHT2 68 CM I  SEAT HEIGHT 26 CM

DELUXELINE

«My son Levi and I love to get out and about. Levi enjoys being 
mobile and hence independent. For my part, I’m glad I don’t 
always have to drag the buggy along and, above all, Levi can 
carry his favourite toy himself, or ride it, and also store the stones 
he collects along the way in the drawer. My handbag is grateful…», 
Monica – Levi’s mum and part-time athlete.
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MINI2GO DELUXE MMD030 (blue) 

MINI2GO DELUXE MMD017 (MINT) MINI2GO DELUXE MMD018 (RED)

DELUXELINE

MINI2GO DELUXE MMD029 (PINK) 
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3IN1 DELUXE MMD009 (PINK) 
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DELUXELINE DELUXELINE

3IN1 DELUXE  MMD014 (BLUE)

3IN1 DELUXE MMD016 (ORANGE) 

3IN1 DELUXE MMD010 (GREEN) 3IN1 DELUXE MMD013 (YELLOW) 

3IN1 DELUXE MMD011 (AQUA)

3IN1 DELUXE MMD012 (PURPLE) 3IN1 DELUXE MMD015 (RED)

3IN1 DELUXE MMD011 (AQUA) 

MULTIFUNCTIONALITY OF THE HIGHEST 
QUALITY THIS MICRO MOBILE GROWS 
WITH KIDS

Make way for the toddler express! What do you 
do when big brother and sister are already riding 
the mini micro, and the littlest one wants to join 
in the fun but is still far too small? No problem – 
thanks to the mini micro with seat! The smallest of 
toddlers can now enjoy just as much mobile fun as 
the mini micro kids. The seat can be detached from 
the handlebar then, enabling riding in a standing 
position. And, when the kids are old enough for 
the mini micro, simply replace the handlebar with 
a conventional mini micro T-bar, and the product 
is transformed into our beloved mini micro! Now 
available as DELUXE version!

TECHNICAL INFORMATION / FEATURES
MAX. LOAD 35 KG (WITHOUT SEAT) 20 KG (WITH SEAT) 
AGE 18 MO. - 5 YEARS I  IDEAL FOR FUN & MOBILITY 
I WHEELS 120 / 85 MM PU I SURFACE KIND ASPHALT 
WEIGHT 1.95 - 2.2 KG HANDLEBAR HEIGHT1  51 CM I  
HANDLEBAR HEIGHT2 68 CM I  SEAT HEIGHT1 23 CM I  
SEAT HEIGHT2 29 CM
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MINI MICRO DELUXE 
MMD006 (BLUE)  

THE CLASSIC IS NOW AVAILABLE AS 
DELUXE VERSION

Surfing the sidewalk – the mini micro was elected 
Toy of the Year by kids and parents several times! 
This sports toy not only encourages movement and 
exercise, it also helps children to learn balance, 
co-ordination and motor skills.It was specially 
developed for toddlers and preschoolers, in 
collaboration with Swiss medical professionals.The 
T-tube handle makes it even safer and has a safety 
lock so that only parents can remove it, when 
needed, for storing. The mini micro‘s unique lean-
and-steer mechanism is patented and the deck 
is reinforced with fibreglass. The soft plastic and 
rounded edges make it easier for younger children 
to handle and helps avoid injuries.The high-quality 
brake has a steel spring insert and doesn‘t heat up 
while breaking. Now available as DELUXE version!

TECHNICAL INFORMATION / FEATURES
MAX. LOAD 35 KG I AGE 2 - 5 YEARS I  IDEAL FOR FUN 
& MOBILITY  I WHEELS 120 / 85 MM PU I SURFACE 
KIND ASPHALT I WEIGHT 1.99 KG I HANDLEBAR 
HEIGHT1  48 CM I  HANDLEBAR HEIGHT2 68 CM
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DELUXELINE DELUXELINE

MINI MICRO DELUXE 
MMD006 (BLUE) 

MINI MICRO DELUXE 
MMD008 (ORANGE)

MINI MICRO DELUXE 
MMD002 (GREEN) 

MINI MICRO DELUXE 
MMD005 (YELLOW)

MINI MICRO DELUXE 
MMD001 (AQUA)

MINI MICRO DELUXE 
MMD004 (PURPLE) 

MINI MICRO DELUXE 
MMD003 (PINK)

MINI MICRO DELUXE 
MMD007 (RED)

NEW 
MAX. LOAD 
35 KG
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MAXI MICRO DELUXE
FOLDABLE MMD027 (BRIGHT BLUE)  

SURF THE SIDEWALK
NOW AVAILABLE WITH FOLDABLE HANDLEBAR

Too big for the mini micro but still too small for 
the micro kickboards? Well then, welcome to the 
maxi micro Kids! We developed the maxi micro, 
so that your children did not have to forego their 
accustomed mobility. Just like the mini micro it 
conveys a unique riding experience thanks to its 
special weight control and is ideal for going to 
school or for a stroll in town. The maxi micro comes 
in various trendy colours and the T-handlebars can 
be replaced with a stick with knobs. 

MAXI MICRO DELUXE
FOLDABLE MMD028 (BRIGHT CORAL)

     

TECHNICAL INFORMATION / FEATURES
MAX. LOAD 70 KG I AGE 5+ I IDEAL FOR GETTING 
TO SCHOOL & LEISURE I WHEELS 120 / 85MM 
PU I SURFACE KIND ASPHALT I WEIGHT 2.5 KG I 
HANDLEBAR HEIGHT1  68 CM I  
HANDLEBAR HEIGHT2 91 CM

DELUXELINE

65
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DELUXELINE DELUXELINE

MAXI MICRO DELUXE 
MMD023 (BLUE)  

MAXI MICRO DELUXE 
MMD020 (BLACK)

MAXI MICRO DELUXE 
MMD022 (GREEN) 

MAXI MICRO DELUXE 
MMD024 (YELLOW)

MAXI MICRO DELUXE 
MMD019 (AQUA)

MAXI MICRO DELUXE 
MMD025 (PURPLE)

MAXI MICRO DELUXE 
MMD021 (PINK)  

MAXI MICRO DELUXE 
MMD026 (RED)

MAXI MICRO DELUXE 
TECHNICAL INFORMATION / FEATURES
MAX.LOAD 70 KG I AGE 5+ I  IDEAL FOR GETTING 
TO SCHOOL & LEISURE I WHEELS 120 / 85MM 
PU I SURFACE KIND ASPHALT I WEIGHT 2.5 KG I 
HANDLEBAR HEIGHT1 68 CM I  
HANDLEBAR HEIGHT 91 CM

NEW 
MAX. LOAD 
70 KG
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We are Mobility – for everyone! And by „everyone“ we really mean 
EVERYONE. We even thought of the tiniest tots. The vision of infant 
mobility began in 2001 with the Mini Micro. Besides the fun factor, for 
Micro inventor Wim Ouboter it was important to include an educational 
component. 
So he sat down with Swiss medical specialists and together they 
developed the special weight-shift steering solution, which is also used 
on the kickboard. This means that the unit is steered by the rider shifting 
his or her own weight, thus promoting motor skills and balance in equal 
measure. The Mini Micro was designed for children from the age of 2 and 
parents around the world quickly recognised the benefi ts of the innovative 
Micro scooter. Not only the fact that the kids were suddenly independent, 
but also that family outings henceforth became much less stressful, 
contributed to the success of the Mini Micro. The fact that the children also 
signifi cantly improved their sense of balance became clear, at the latest, 
when Mini Micro Kids started to ride a bicycle – i.e. mostly without stabili-
sers. The Mini Micro scooter, like the Micro Scooter before it, rolled around 
the globe and is now a bestseller in more than 90 countries. No wonder it 
was chosen as Toy of the Year in 2007. A special honour for us, because 
it was not a specialist jury but parents and their children who chose the 
Mini Micro as the winner. And because every Mini Micro child eventually 
grows out of the Mini Micro, an alternative to the kickboards had to be 
designed for teens and adults. So it was that the Maxi Micro emerged in 
2007. The big brother of the Mini Micro, so to speak. It is ridden in exactly 

the same way, that is with weight-shift steering. The footboard made of 
high quality plastic is reinforced with glass fi bre and thus offers optimal 
stability for a body weight of up to 50 kg. The handlebar is adjustable, so 
the Maxi Micro grows up with its owner up to the age of about 13. We are 
particularly proud that this product also received a prestigious accolade 
in 2009 - the Red Dot Award. In 2011 we were then faced with a further 
challenge. Parents told us that their children who were not yet 2 years old 
already wanted to ride the Mini Micro because they saw their older sibling 
darting about on it.
To meet the needs of this user group, the tiniest toddlers, without further 
ado we developed the Mini3in1. Wim Ouboter presented the multifun-
ctional Micro product for the fi rst time at the International Toy Fair in 
Nuremberg in 2012 and immediately won the coveted Toy Award! The 
product quickly became the new favourite toy for children from the age 
of 18 months and we are very pleased that in the same year we were 
also honoured with the Suisse Toy Award from the International Toy Fair 
in Bern. There was no let-up in the popularity of the product and so, in 
2013, we brought the Mini2go onto the market. Actually an extension of 
the Mini3in1. Because it can also be ridden from the age of 18 months, 
fi rst with the seat, then later with the shorter O-handlebar and fi nally as a 
normal Mini Micro. So it grows with the kids, just like the Mini3in1. But the 
Mini2Go has a further advantage: it provides storage space. Drawer open, 
toys in and off you go! Have fun browsing, discover our Classic Line - the 
forerunner of the new DELUXE range. 

MICRO 
CLASSICLINE

MICROLINO
MINI3IN1
MINIMICROCLASSIC
MINIMICROSPORTY
MAXIMICRO

CLASSICLINE

CLASSICLINE
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CLASSICLINE CLASSICLINE

MICROLINO MO0007 (PINK WITH AIRSEAT) 

«Even before my little one could walk properly, he sat on 
the Microlino and was able to move forward perfectly.»

Silvie, mother, housewife and herself a Micro rider.

MICROLINO MO0006 (BLUE WITH AIRSEAT) 

MICROLINO
THE SMALLEST SPEEDSTER IN THE WORLD
MADE IN GERMANY

Mobility doesn’t start any earlier. And, with this 
goal in mind, we have developed our latest 
innovations fort he tiniest of tots. The MICROLINO 
is, so to speak, the little brother of MINI MICRO. 
Even where toddlers are still a little unsteady 
on their feet, there’s no need to worry, because 
MICROLINO is only too glad to assist in promoting 
their balance and ensure greater safety during 
walking.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION / FEATURES
MAX. LOAD 20 KG I AGE 18 MO+ I WHEELS 120 / 85MM 
PU I SURFACE KIND ASPHALT, INDOOR WEIGHT 1 KG
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MINI MICRO 3IN1 
MM0085 (PINK) 

MULTIFUNCTIONALITY OF THE HIGHEST 
QUALITY THIS MICRO MOBILE GROWS 
WITH KIDS

Make way for the toddler express! What do you 
do when big brother and sister are already riding 
the mini micro, and the littlest one wants to join 
in the fun but is still far too small? No problem – 
thanks to the mini micro with seat! The smallest of 
toddlers can now enjoy just as much mobile fun as 
the mini micro kids. The seat can be detached from 
the handlebar then, enabling riding in a standing 
position. And, when the kids are old enough for the 
mini micro, simply replace the handlebar with a 
conventional mini micro T-bar, and the product is 
transformed into our beloved mini micro!

 

TECHNICAL INFORMATION / FEATURES
MAX. LOAD 20 KG I AGE 18 MO. - 5 YEARS I  IDEAL FOR 
FUN & MOBILITY I WHEELS 120 / 85MM PU I SURFACE 
KIND ASPHALT I WEIGHT 1.95 – 2.2 KG I SEAT HEIGHT1  
23 CM I  SEAT HEIGHT2 29 CM I  HANDLEBAR HEIGHT1 
51 CM I  HANDLEBAR HEIGHT2 68 CM
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CLASSICLINE

«It’s a dream to watch the little one having so much fun. As a 
father, it always fi lls my heart with joy and I also feel a little pride 
when I see my child managing so well on the wheels», Arash from 
Eglisau, with Anoosh.
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CLASSICLINE

MINI MICRO 3IN1 MM0086 (BLUE)  

MINI MICRO 3IN1 MM0148 (ORANGE)

MINI MICRO 3IN1 MM0108 (GREEN) MINI MICRO 3IN1 MM0147 (YELLOW)

MINI MICRO 3IN1 MM0107 (AQUA)

MINI MICRO 3IN1 MM0165 (PURPLE)  MINI MICRO 3IN1 MM0085 (PINK) MINI MICRO 3IN1 MM0146 (RED) 
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MINI MICRO CLASSIC 
MM0007 (GREEN) 

SURF THE SIDEWALKS
MOBILITY, FUN AND MOVEMENT 

Surfi ng the sidewalk – the mini micro was elected 
Toy of the Year by kids and parents several times! 
This sports toy not only encourages movement and 
exercise, it also helps children to learn balance, co-
ordination and motor skills.It was specially developed 
for toddlers and preschoolers, in collaboration with 
Swiss medical professionals.The T-tube handle 
makes it even safer and has a safety lock so that 
only parents can remove it, when needed, for storing. 
The mini micro‘s unique lean-and-steer mechanism 
is patented and the deck is reinforced with fi breglass. 
The soft plastic and rounded edges make it easier for 
younger children to handle and helps avoid injuries.
The high-quality brake has a steel spring insert and 
doesn‘t heat up while breaking. 

TECHNICAL INFORMATION / FEATURES
MAX. LOAD 20 KG I AGE 2 - 5 YEARS I  IDEAL FOR FUN 
& MOBILITY I WHEELS 120 / 85MM PU I SURFACE KIND 
ASPHALT I WEIGHT 1.90 KG I HANDLEBAR HEIGHT 68 CM
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CLASSICLINE CLASSICLINE

MINI MICRO CLASSIC  
MM0001 (BLUE)     

MINI MICRO CLASSIC 
MM0005 (ORANGE) 

MINI MICRO CLASSIC  
MM0007 (GREEN) 

MINI MICRO CLASSIC  
MM0009 (YELLOW) 

MINI MICRO CLASSIC 
MM0022 (AQUA)

MINI MICRO CLASSIC 
MM0156 (PURPLE)  

MINI MICRO CLASSIC 
MM0002 (PINK) 

MINI MICRO CLASSIC
MM0008 (RED)
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MINI MICRO SPORTY 
MM0222 (LOLLIPOP RED) 

MINI MICRO
MADE IN GERMANY 

There was much to be done, because to build a 
completely new production facility you have to really 
roll up your sleeves - and that›s exactly what we did. 
The result is an innovative high-end product with an 
exceptional design. For some time now, the Toy of 
the Year has also been available as a sporty version - 
made in Germany. In terms of functionality, it is right 
up there with the classic Mini Micro. With its sporty 
look and slightly lower weight, for a brilliant riding 
experience nothing now stands in the children’s 
way…

TECHNICAL INFORMATION / FEATURES
MAX. LOAD 20 KG I AGE 2 - 5 YEARS I  IDEAL FOR FUN 
& MOBILITY I WHEELS 120 / 85MM PU I SURFACE KIND 
ASPHALT I WEIGHT 1.79 KG I HANDLEBAR HEIGHT 68 CM
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SPORTYLINE SPORTYLINE

MINI MICRO SPORTY  
MM0054 (NEON BLUE)     

MINI MICRO SPORTY  
MM0110 (GREEN)     

MINI MICRO SPORTY  
MM0080 (PINK)     

MINI MICRO SPORTY  
MM0134 (CANDY BLUE)     

MINI MICRO SPORTY  
MM0223 (LOLLIPOP GREEN)     

MINI MICRO SPORTY  
MM0055 (NEON ORANGE)     

MINI MICRO SPORTY  
MM0111 (RED)     

MINI MICRO SPORTY  
MM0135 (CANDY PINK)     

MINI MICRO SPORTY  
MM0224 (LOLLIPOP YELLOW)     

MINI MICRO SPORTY  
MM0079 (BLUE)     

MINI MICRO SPORTY  
MM0112 (YELLOW)     

MINI MICRO SPORTY  
MM0136 (CANDY PURPLE)     

MINI MICRO SPORTY  
MM0109 (ORANGE)     

MINI MICRO SPORTY  
MM0113 (AQUA)     

MINI MICRO SPORTY  
MM0222 (LOLLIPOP RED)     
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CLASSICLINE CLASSICLINE

MAXI MICRO CLASSIC  
MM0013 (WHITE)    

MAXI MICRO CLASSIC 
MM0037 (RED) 

MAXI MICRO CLASSIC 
MM0169 (GOLD) 

MAXI MICRO CLASSIC  
MM0019 (PURPLE)  

MAXI MICRO CLASSIC  
MM0028 (ORANGE)  

MAXI MICRO CLASSIC 
MM0049 (LEMON)

MAXI MICRO CLASSIC 
MM0053 (SHOCKING PINK)  

MAXI MICRO FOLDABLE 
MM0213 (FOLDABLE BLUE)  

MAXI MICRO CLASSIC 
MM0176 (CAMO GREEN METALLIC)   

MAXI MICRO CLASSIC 
MM0168 (SILVER)

MAXI MICRO CLASSIC 
MM0174 (PURPLE METALLIC) 

MAXI MICRO CLASSIC
MM0167 (BRONZE)

MAXI MICRO CLASSIC
MM0177 (CORAL PINK METALLIC) 

MAXI MICRO FOLDABLE

THE CLASSIC IS NOW FOLDABLE

Looking for a quick way to stow your maxi micro? 
Then the foldable maxi micro is just right for you! 
The robust folding mechanism means that the 
handlebar can be quickly tucked away.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION / FEATURES
MAX. LOAD 50 KG I AGE 5+ I IDEAL FOR GETTING 
TO SCHOOL & LEISURE I WHEELS 120 / 85 MM 
PU I SURFACE KIND ASPHALT I WEIGHT 2.7 KG I 
HANDLEBAR HEIGHT1  68 CM I HANDLEBAR HEIGHT2 
91 CM

MAXI MICRO FOLDABLE 
MM0212 (FOLDABLE PINK)  

MAXI MICRO CLASSIC 
MM0035 (BLUE) 

WEIGHT TRANSFER STEERING
FOR FUTURE-KICKBOARDER

Too big for the mini micro but still too small for 
the micro kickboards? Well then, welcome to 
the maxi micro Kids! Just like the mini micro it 
conveys a unique riding experience thanks to its 
patented weight transfer steering system. The 
maxi micro comes in various trendy colours and 
the T-handlebars can be replaced with a stick with 
knobs.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION / FEATURES
MAX. LOAD 50 KG I AGE 5+ I IDEAL FOR GETTING 
TO SCHOOL & LEISURE I WHEELS 120 / 85 MM 
PU I SURFACE KIND ASPHALT I WEIGHT 2.7 KG I 
HANDLEBAR HEIGHT1  68 CM I 
HANDLEBAR HEIGHT2 91 CM
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Your child has grown past the age when it simply sits in its buggy, taking 
those fi rst steps seems to take an eternity and your little one can’t wait 
to have its “own” vehicle. Right now, with mild weather tempting us 
outdoors, you’re looking for a solution - and we’ve got the answer for 
you: the Micro g-bike walker! Thanks to its unbeatably low weight, the 
revolutionary walker is easy to carry. While making handling easy for 
children, parents are also delighted by the lightweight walker which they 
can carry by hand or lay on top of the buggy when not in use.

This high-quality walker is tailored to meet children’s needs. It has new 
foamed wheels. Compared to PU wheels, this means a further weight 
reduction of 35%. 
The Micro g-bike makes it playfully easy to teach kids to develop a sense 
of balance, coordination and motor skills. Children learn to balance on 
two wheels as early as the age of two, preparing them for their fi rst 
junior bicycle. The walker comes in fi ve popular colours and is waiting to 
discover the world with your child...

MICRO 
GBIKE

CHOPPER
REGULARCOLOURS

GBIKE

GBIKE
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GBIKE

GBIKE+ CHOPPER GB0021 (BLACK MATT) 

THE NEW ALUMINIUM WALKER WITH CULT 
POTENTIAL THAT MAKES LITTLE BIKERS 
HEARTS BEAT FASTER

With the extra-wide beach handlebar, little ones can 
even compete in terms of coolness with Daddy’s 
machine! And it’s no wonder, because the micro 
g-bike chopper  is really hot and ensures that every 
kid looks really cool. But not only the design is 
exclusive. This high-quality walker is perfectly 
tailored to meet children’s needs. So don’t be 
surprised if you see a line of walkers and full-size 
motorised choppers in the car park the next time 
you’re at the kindergarten!

TECHNICAL INFORMATION/ FEATURES
MAX. LOAD 20 KG I AGE 2-5 YEARS I  IDEAL FOR 
FUN & MOBILITY I WHEELS 200 MM EVA FOAM I 
SURFACE KIND ASPHALT, GRAVEL I WEIGHT 2.45 KG I 
HANDLEBAR HEIGHT1 48 CM I HANDLEBAR HEIGHT2 52 
CM I SEAT HEIGHT1  35 CM I SEAT HEIGHT2 40 CM

GBIKE

GBIKE+ CHOPPER GB0022 (WHITE MATT)

GBIKE+ CHOPPER GB0020 (SILVER)
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GBIKEGBIKE

GBIKE+ AIR
GB0006 (ALU) 

ADJUSTABLE SADDLE, WITH BRAKE AND AIR-
FILLED TYRES 

The micro g-bike makes it playfully easy to teach 
kids to develop a sense of balance, coordination 
and motor skills. Children learn to balance on two 
wheels as early as the age of two, preparing them 
for their fi rst junior bicycle. With its air-fi lled tyres, 
the g-bike air is especially suitable for natural paths 
and gravel.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION / FEATURES
MAX. LOAD 20 KG I AGE 2-5 YEARS I  IDEAL FOR FUN 
& MOBILITY I WHEELS 200 MM AIR I SURFACE KIND 
ASPHALT, GRAVEL, COBBLESTONES I WEIGHT 3.2 KG I 
HANLDEBAR HEIGHT1  48 CM I  HANDLEBAR HEIGHT 52 
CM I SEAT HEIGHT1  35 CM I  SEAT HEIGHT2 40 CM
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GBIKE

GBIKE+ LIGHT GB0009 (GREEN)

GBIKE+ LIGHT GB0010 (ORANGE)

GBIKE+ LIGHT GB0012 (PURPLE) 

GBIKE+ LIGHT GB0008 (SILVER)

GBIKE+ LIGHT GB0019 (SAPPHIRE BLUE)

GBIKE+ LIGHT GB0011 (PINK)

GBIKE+ LIGHT GB0013 (YELLOW) 

MINIMUM WEIGHT, MAXIMUM COLOR  

The revolutionary design is easy to carry, thanks 
to its unbeatably low weight of 3.1 kg. While 
making handling for children easy, parents are also 
delighted by the lightweight walker which they 
can carry by hand or lay on top of the buggy when 
not in use. It has extra-large solid rubber wheels, 
and the walker grows with your child, with simple 
adjustment of the handlebar and saddle and a 
restricted steering lock to prevent oversteering. The 
non-slip handles and rubber knob ensure that your 
child cannot injure itself. The micro gbike makes it 
playfully easy to teach kids to develop a sense of 
balance, coordination and motor skills.  

TECHNICAL INFORMATION / FEATURES
MAX. LOAD 20 KG I AGE 2-5 YEARS I IDEAL FOR  FUN 
& MOBILITY I WHEELS 200 MM EVA FOAM I SURFACE 
KIND ASPHALT, GRAVEL I WEIGHT 2.3 KG I 
HANDLEBAR HEIGHT1  48 CM I  HANDLEBAR HEIGHT2 
52 CM I SEAT HEIGHT1  35 CM I  SEAT HEIGHT2 40 CM

GBIKE
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By now, everyone knew the Micro Scooter, the kickboard had likewise 
taken its place in the urban landscape and the number of Mini and Maxi 
Kids was also increasing steadily. It is the year 2008. Micro inventor 
Wim Ouboter had created a new world of urban mobility. But one thing 
was still missing from his repertoire: a ridable suitcase. Sure, every Micro 
scooter fi ts into a medium-sized suitcase and can easily be taken on lon-
ger journeys. But if you wanted to travel with hand luggage only, it was 
diffi cult. Necessity is indeed the mother of invention, and all the more so 
for an inventor... The result: a suitcase trolley that fi ts into your hand lug-
gage, with a built-in kickboard. Ridable carry-on luggage, the Micro Lug-
gage! It was exciting for us as Micro, because suddenly it was no longer 
just commuters and parents with their children who visited our former 
sales offi ce. At that time, our Flagship Store did not yet exist and we sold 
to customers directly from our offi ce at our headquarters in Küsnacht. 
After the Micro Luggage came on the market, more and more business 

people in suits and ties were among the customers at our offi ce. So we 
knew that, with this product, we had reached another target group. This 
happened a second time when, in 2014, we got a call from the famous 
DJ, Steve Aoki, with the request to develop a Micro Luggage with built-in 
sound. A DJ riding off on our Micro Luggage? This instantly appealed to 
us and we were pleased about this cooperation. The result was the Micro 
Luggage with integrated sound box, which works via Bluetooth. Now DJs 
and other music-loving travellers are also part of the Micro Family. 
This travel segment was rather new for us but still had more potential. 
Again, Wim Ouboter wanted to serve all age groups. So the emergence 
of the Micro Trike or the Lazy Luggage was just a logical consequence 
of this. 
Because these products also meet his vision of uncomplicated, uncon-
ventional Micro mobility that can be combined with various means of 
transport. We wish you a pleasant journey!

MICRO 
TRAVEL

MICROLUGGAGE
STEVEAOKILUGGAGE
LAZYLUGGAGE
MICROTRIKE
PEDALFLOW

TRAVEL

TRAVEL
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GBIKETRAVEL

MICRO LUGGAGE II 
ML0005 (BLACK) 

THE SMART BUSINESS COMPANION
PACK YOUR SUITCASE AND SECURE POLE 
POSITION!

For sure, a race is the last thing anyone wants 
when travelling. But big cities also usually mean 
masses of people at the airport... This stands for 
long waiting times at check-in or security control. 
Which is actually a pity, because for most of us 
our most valuable asset is our time. So why not 
just leave all the other travellers behind and be fi rst 
to check-in? Or even better: don’t check-in at all! 
Because with our micro luggage, not only do you 
get from terminal to terminal faster, no, you simply 
take it with you onto the plane and avoid the 
long queues at the check-in desk! Hand luggage, 
kickboard and trolley in one, that›s convenience 
of the highest level. A choice of three steering 
springs with different strengths allows optimal 
steering - depending on your own weight and 
curve profi le. When used as a trolley, the built-in 
telescopic handlebar can be easily extended, thus 
guaranteeing optimal legroom. Destination: fun & 
relaxation, there and back.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION / FEATURES
MAX. LOAD 100 KG I IDEAL FOR TRAVEL I WHEELS 
110 / 85 MM PU I SURFACE KIND ASPHALT, AIRPORT 
I WEIGHT 5 KG (USUALLY APPROVED AS HAND 
LUGGAGE) I  CASE CAPACITY 26L I  HANLDEBAR 
HEIGHT1  89 CM I  HANDLEBAR HEIGHT2 99 CM

«I often travel in Europe on business. Most trips are limited to 1 to 3 
days, so a hand luggage size suitcase is just right for me. With the Micro 

Luggage I also get to my gate faster and at the destination airport I am 
more quickly outside too. It’s also very amusing - the looks I get as I rush 

by on my hand luggage...» - Patrick, sales manager & car enthusiast
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GBIKETRAVEL

«My girlfriend lives in Berlin and I fl y over to see her every other weekend 
- with hand luggage. The fact that my luggage is ridable and plays music 

naturally makes travelling even more enjoyable. Simply super cool as 
well as practical.» - Chris, student & music fan.

MICRO LUGGAGE 
ML0007 (DIM MAK DESIGN) 

DJ-TO-GO – THE MOBILE JUKEBOX
STEVE AOKI ROCKS AROUND THE WORLD – 
WITH MICRO 

When STEVE AOKI, the successful American DJ 
and music producer, travels around the world, people 
are sure to take notice. It‘s understandable, because 
on the one hand, he is who he is, but recently his 
luggage has also been attracting a lot of attention. 
And no, not because he lets his entourage carry his 
case, but because he can glide through airports on it 
while making music…

TECHNISCHE INFORMATION / FEATURES
MAX. LOAD 100 KG I IDEAL FOR TRAVEL I WHEELS 
110 / 85 MM PU I SURFACE KIND ASPHALT, AIRPORT 
I WEIGHT 5 KG (USUALLY APPROVED AS HAND 
LUGGAGE) I CASE CAPACITY 26 L
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TRAVEL

LAZY LUGGAGE ML0011 

LUGGAGE, CHECK. TROLLEY, CHECK. LITTLE ONE, 
CHECK. LET’S GO!

The Micro lazy luggage is the must-have among 
trendy, practical travel gadgets! You can leave 
the buggy at home from now on, because this 
smart travel companion Converts from trolley to 
child´s ride-on vehicle in an instant! Kids enjoy 
the opportunity to sit and ride, you have one hand 
free and your luggage is also neatly stowed – all is 
well, nice and relaxed! If the kids are not with you, 
simply use the trolley as a shopping companion or 
for your hand luggage while travelling.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION / FEATURES
AGE 18 MONTH+ | COLOR PATTERN GREEN & PATTERN 
PINK I IDEAL FOR TRAVELLING, SHOPPING & CITY 
TOURS I MAX. LOAD TROLLEY 20 KG, FOLDED OUT 50 
KG I WHEELS 120 / 85 MM | SURFACE KIND ASPHALT
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TRIKE TR0001 (WHITE) 

SHOPPING WITH THE KIDS IS FUN
ON YOUR MARKS, GET READY - RELAX

The micro trike makes tiresome pushing of the 
kiddies buggy along the aisles a thing of the past, 
because this shopping companion is foldable, 
making it extremely compact. Have you got some 
heavy-duty shopping to do? No problem, micro 
trike is adaptable and can be simply hung on the 
shopping trolley or packed away on a rucksack. 
And not only mummy and daddy are delighted by 
the new shopping assistant. The kids will also enjoy 
the fun of a ride through the shops or the city!

TECHNICAL INFORMATION / FEATURES
MAX. LOAD 20 KG I IDEAL FOR SHOPPING & TRIPS I 
WHEELS 110MM PU I SURFACE KIND ASPHALT, INDOOR 
WEIGHT 2,25 KG

TRAVELTRAVEL

PEDALFLOW CB0002 (BLACK) 

FITNESS IN THE OPEN AIR
SPORTY AND PRACTICAL - PEDALFLOW

No time for training? Or don’t want to go to the 
gym? No problem, just get on your Pedalfl ow 
and off you go! What was originally intended 
as a mobility product has long since become 
established among fans of the fl amboyant eye-
catcher as an item of sports and fi tness equipment. 
On the way to work or to meet with friends, the 
Pedalfl ow is the ideal Micro vehicle for those who 
like to practice sports. Get to your destination 
and do something for your fi gure along the way - 
outdoors, in the open air. The Pedalfl ow is a good 
complement to fi tness training and in the summer 
a great alternative to a workout on the stepper at 
the gym. It works the thighs and gluteal muscles 
while general stability and abdominal muscles can 
also be improved. The aluminium rims, reinforced 
pedals and widened pedal crank ensure a stable 
chain system.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION / FEATURES
MAX. LOAD 100 KG I IDEAL FOR SPORT & LEISURE 
I WHEELS 12.5 ZOLL AIR I SURFACE KIND ASPHALT, 
GRAVEL, COBBLESTONES I WEIGHT 7,3 KG

«I have lots of hobbies and am always on the 
move. For me, the Pedalfl ow is the ideal solution 

for combining practical use with pleasure. So I 
also get to my destination faster and get exercise 

at the same time, suits me down to the ground.» - 
Chris, amateur sportsman & ladies’ man.

«Shopping with my son was always a test 
of patience for us both… Thanks to the trike, 

shopping is now a fun and relaxing experience for 
me and above all for my son!»– 
Daniela, housewife and mother

PEDALFLOW CB0001 (WHITE)

the fun of a ride through the shops or the city!

TECHNICAL INFORMATION / FEATURES
MAX. LOAD 20 KG I IDEAL FOR SHOPPING & TRIPS I 
WHEELS 110MM PU I SURFACE KIND
WEIGHT 2,25 KG
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MICRO 
SCOOTER
INTERLOCK SUSPENSION

INTERLOCK
MICRO BLACK

SCOOTER

SCOOTER

Safety, fun and individuality, for you and your micro! Discover our wide 
range of accessories for you and your Mini Micro, Maxi Micro or Micro 
Scooter right now. Not only do they bring fun and colour to the party, 
they also ensure even greater safety and comfort while riding. Be creati-
ve and give your Micro its own individual style! Whether in jungle, pirate, 

or neon look. Also, please remember: smart people protect themselves! 
Wearing a helmet has long been fashionable, and the cool Micro helmets 
now make for even more fun! So that others can easily see you on your 
scooter in the dark, we recommend our scooter lights. Suitable for all 
Micro models. Enjoy browsing!

MICRO 
ACCESSORIES

HELMETS
BOTTLES
LIGHTS I BELLS

BAGS
SHOULDERSTRAPS

ACCESSORIES

ACCESSORIES
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ELEPHANT

FLORAL DOT

JUNGLE

NEON DOT

0WL

PIRATE

SCOOTERSAURUS

ACCESSORIES ACCESSOIRES

TECHNICAL INFORMATION / FEATURES I HELMET ELEPHANT AC4572 (S) AC4573 (M) I BOTTLE HOLDER ELEPHANT AC4403 I  BELL NEON PINK AC4451 I MINI MICRO 

HANDBAG ELEPHANT AC4590 I WHEEL WHIZZER ELEPHANT AC4416

TECHNICAL INFORMATION / FEATURES I HELMET JUNGLE AC4576 (S) AC4577 (M) I BOTTLE HOLDER JUNGLE AC4411 I  BOTTLE JUNGLE AC4413 I BELL ZIG ZAG AC4559 I 

MINI MICRO RUCKSACK JUNGLE AC4410 I WHEEL WHIZZER JUNGLE AC4415

TECHNICAL INFORMATION / FEATURES I HELMET CORAL AC4500 (S) AC4501 (M) I BOTTLE HOLDER OWL AC4412 I BOTTLE OWL AC4414 I BELL OWL AC4557 I SHOULDERSTRAP 

MINT AC3020B I WHEEL WHIZZER OWL AC4417

TECHNICAL INFORMATION / FEATURES I HELMET PIRATE AC2042 (S) AC2043 (M) I BOTTLE HOLDER PIRATE AC4523 I  BELL RED/BLUE AC4553 I RUCKSACK PIRATE AC4438 I 

WHEEL WHIZZER PIRATE AC4518

TECHNICAL INFORMATION / FEATURES I HELMET SCOOTERSAURUS AC4574 (S) AC4575 (M) I BOTTLE HOLDER SCOOTERSAURUS AC4486 I  BELL 

AQUA AC4490 I RUCKSACK SCOOTERSAURUS AC4485 I WHEEL WHIZZER SCOOTERSAURUS AC4519

TECHNICAL INFORMATION / FEATURES I HELMET NEON DOTS AC2038 (S) AC2039 (M) I BOTTLE HOLDER NEON DOTS AC4028 I RIBBONS NEON AC4591 I BELL 

YELLOW-GREEN AC4552 I MINI MICRO RUCKSACK NEON DOTS AC4026 I MINI MICRO HANDBAG NEON DOTS AC4426 I WHEEL WHIZZER NEON DOTS AC4522

TECHNICAL INFORMATION / FEATURES I HELMET FLORAL DOT AC4504 (S) AC4505 (M) I BOTTLE HOLDER FLORAL DOT AC4487 I  BELL FLORAL DOT AC4554

HONKERS - HANDLE WITH HORN

COMING SOON - LED HELMET LED HELMET RECHARCHEABLE AC4593 (M)

PURPLE AC4727 I BLACK AC4728 I GREEN AC4724 I NEON BLUE AC4726 I NEON PINK AC4725 I RED AC4723 
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HELMETS AC4496(S) AC4497(M) (RED MATT) I AC4570(S) AC4571(M) (PURPLE) I AC4498(S) AC4499(M) (ORANGE MATT) I AC4492(S) AC4493(M) (GREEN GLOSSY) I AC2036(S) 

AC2037(M) (DARK BLUE METALLIC) I AC4494(S) AC4495(M) (BLUE NEON) I AC2034(S) AC2035(M) (NEON PINK GLOSSY) I AC2028(S) AC2029(M) (BLACK) I AC4502(S) AC4503(M) (CAMO) I AC4508(S) 

AC4509(M) (SILVER METALLIC) I AC2032 (S) AC2033 (RASPBERRY) I AC2030(S) AC2031(M) (CANDY PINK)

LIGHT AC4579 (BLACK) I AC4516 (PURPLE) I AC4510 (DARK BLUE) I AC4511 (GREEN) I AC4514 (NEON BLUE) I AC4513 (ORANGE) I AC4512 (PINK)

BELLS AC4453 (PURPLE) I AC4455 (NEON BLUE) I AC4454 (ORANGE) I AC4456 (NEON GREEN) I AC4457 (NEON YELLOW) I AC4451 (NEON PINK) I AC4458 (BLACK) I AC4452 (DARK BLUE) I 

AC4553 (RED BLUE) I AC4552 (YELLOW GREEN) I AC4551 (GREEN RED)

STRAPS AC3021B (STRAP BLUE) I AC3020B (AQUA CORAL) I AC3019B (PURPLE) I AC3023B (BLACK) I AC3022B (RED)

DIVERS AC3001B (MICRO LOCK) I AC4013 (SCOOTER BAG IN BAG) I AC4580 (SCOOT`N`PULL PINK) I AC4581 (SCOOT`N`PULL BLUE) I 

ACCESSORIES
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MICRO 
PRODUCTS

TURN
180°

57

„Although other scooter builders around the 
world keep trying to make scooters like ours, 

we’ve never tried to make scooters like theirs”.
Thanks for your interest in micro. And don‘t forget, 

nothing beats the
original -ever!

STORIES

MICRO STORIES

TURN
180°

PRODUCTS


